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STRATEGY OF EMOTIONAL MANIPULATION AND CONTROL AS
INSTRUMENT OF THE DEEP STATE AGENDA
You may have noticed that politicians - in public - do not rely upon logic and reason. Instead, they rely
on techniques designed to stimulate the emotions of the masses without imparting any hard, verifiable
facts in the process. They scream, wave their hands, pound on tables and look real serious but convey

essentially no real information.
Politicians need to get elected and, to do that, they must compete with other politicians. However, all
these people - in private - are friends. They belong to the same secret societies and exclusive clubs and
are intimate - sometimes quite intimate - with each other. So, they would never want to use seriously
damaging information - which they know - against another member of the "brotherhood".
Consequently, they compete using emotionally charged "silly" arguments which have no real effect upon
their opponent but give the "sheeple" the impression they are in some type of heated competition.
A politician will talk for hours but, in essence, say essentially nothing. They will gladly answer your
questions and, for the moment, you may feel they did. Only later will you realize the answer had no
substance and likely was on some completely different subject altogether.
It is obviously an art they learn somewhere because they are all quite good at it.
You only have to put on an impressive show for a short time to get the "sheeple" sexed up to go along
with whatever you want. Once you get elected, get some law passed, or get another war started, the
masses are stuck with the situation and you can just become "unavailable" and let security guards deal
with any who object. You have what you want now - screw the people - you never cared about them to
begin with.

FAKE GOVERNMENT
Although the Founding Fathers wrote beautiful, inspiring literature about democracy and freedom for
all, it is doubtful that many - if any - actually believed this. These were "corporate" men and
corporations are definitely not democracies.
Today, academia officially classifies the United States as an oligarchy - a society where the rich rule and
the poor live under bridges and inside large sewer pipes. The recent invention of the phrases "too big to
fail" and "to rich to jail" is a pretty clear indication that the government has surrendered control of the
country to corporations and billionaires and is no longer in charge of the country.
Actually, "oligarchy" is a polite description of the present situation. In reality, as we shall see, the
United States has become a Nazi state and the classic Nazi belief systems are quietly being implemented
at all levels of society.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NAZI AGENDA
World War II dramatically altered the United States. It was changed from whatever "lofty" ideals it may
have once held (according to writings of the Founding Fathers) into a Nazi dictatorship. You see, the

Nazis actually won WW II and are now in total control of the US.
Germans are smart and were far beyond the US in technology.

FAKE FIRST FAMILY
Perhaps the best fake occurred during the Obama presidency. Michelle Obama is a "tranny" [2]. It is
not exactly a secret but mainstream news - totally under government control - won't touch that story.
When Joan Rivers told the truth in the presence of reporters [3], she was promptly murdered by doctors.
The government kills many people using their "trusted" doctors to do the deed. No one could get close
enough to Stalin to kill him - but his doctor could and did. This idea of using doctors to kill is by no
means new.
There are numerous references to Michael Robertson a.k.a. Michelle Obama on the internet if you are
interested in researching this. Like Joan Rivers said in her last public statement before the government
killed her, "It's an open secret."

THE FROZEN PLANES
In areas where it is constantly cold - like Alaska - the United States maintains a fleet of "frozen
planes" [1]. The planes are fueled and ready to go. They are populated by appropriately dressed
cadavers and equipped with explosives to blow up the plane when the time comes. Here is how this
scam works: Whenever the United States wants to provoke some international incident, it uses one of
these planes. No one is alive on the plane. Everything is remote controlled. An identical plane takes off
from "somewhere" with real live people. However, they are all government employees, agents or trusted
assets. There are gaps in the ground radar net which is basically a bunch of circles. Most overlap but
there are places - "holes" - where they do not. Of course, the government knows exactly where these
holes are. The real plane and the "frozen" plane both fly into one of these holes. Then the transponder
codes are switched. The plane with live passengers - with its new identity - safely lands somewhere and
the passengers quietly "disappear". The frozen plane proceeds to some preset point where the US wants
to fake some dramatic international incident where it is blown up by remote control. Then this "tragedy"
is blamed on some other country or group as a pretext for whatever the "script" calls for and the event is
further dramatized by the state controlled news media.
Sometimes, things don't go exactly as planned. For example, in the case of flight MH17, which
exploded over Ukraine, the plan was to blame everything on Russia - and still is. However, since the
crash occurred over land and witnesses were close when bodies fell from the sky, some witnesses noted
that there was something unusual about these bodies because they stunk and appeared to have been dead
for quite some time. These observations got brief coverage on news outlets not under the control of the
US. Then, all evidence was quickly suppressed and there is still no definitive conclusion today although

this is an incident from 2014. Of course, the United States insists that it was "all Russia's fault
somehow", because this is what the original script called for and they never deviate from the preplanned
script.
However, now that we know how these things really work, the truth is obvious. Unfortunately, most
Americans have not yet realized that the United States lies about everything, generally with multiple
"cover stories".

PEARL HARBOR
Pearl Harbor did actually occur but the US government knew all about it in advance because it had
broken the Japanese codes. The government had more than enough time to prevent pearl harbor but
deliberately let it happen in order to emotionally traumatize the US population so that they would agree
and support the US entry and participation in WW II - an event that had been planned for quite some
time. The US leadership loves war and has been at war for 93% of its history. Of course, ordinary
people do not want war. They want a peaceful life. However essentially no world government ever
does what the people want, they just promise whatever it takes to get in power and then follow their own
agenda.
The United States would never be the same again. Any "delusions of democracy" evaporated during this
war. It would take some time for the people to realize this, but most now see the handwriting on the
wall.
To begin with, Germans already had advanced technology unknown to the US. They already had
particle beam weapons which could literally slice a US destroyer in half [5]. When attacked near
Antarctica, they used it. The first US ship sank immediately. However, the US is a slow learner so a
second ship attacked and was promptly sliced in two. After that, the US got the message and withdrew.
Realizing that they could not win, the US made a deal with the Nazi's. They would secretly turn control
of the US (and its citizens) over to the Nazis in exchange for access to Nazi technology. Under then
secret "Operation Paperclip", essentially all of Hitler's top doctors and scientists were secretly imported
into the US and given new identities.
Also the "holocaust" was fake. People do die in war. However, Red Cross statistics finally declassified
after seventy years show that nowhere near six million Jews died. At most it was a few thousand and
likely much less than that. By the way, who gave the Red Cross - a private organization - classification
authority. Looks like you just can't believe anything anymore.
Prescott Scherff [6] changed his last name to "Bush" and came to the US to work with and spy on Nicola
Tesla. His wife started the eugenics movement in the US where young girls deemed "inferior" were
secretly sterilized to help "purify the race" (standard Nazi philosophy) and two of Bush's (Scherff's) sons

would later become US Presidents.
If you look around at the surveillance network that has quietly been installed in the US, you will realize
that you now live under the same conditions as the East Germans did under the Stasi secret police. For
example, any car manufactured after 2013 contains a hidden transmitter which reports your location to
the government. Also any recently manufactured car can be taken over by government agents and
directed to do whatever they want - like crash and kill you - and you are powerless to prevent this.
Your life - in the US today - is under total surveillance and control by the state. Freedom is now ancient
history.

VIETNAM
Vietnam was purely "war for the sake of war". The "Gulf of Tonkin" incident [4] - the official excuse
for the Vietnam War - was a total fabrication and never happened. Since the stupid "average americans"
believe everything the government controlled press says, they bought the lies and the result was that
over 50,000 young American kids were needlessly slaughtered.
However, Vietnam was also a "multi-use theater". Many secret medical experiments were performed.
Since there was a surplus of expendable people, researchers simply built temporary labs where the test
animals (Vietnamese men, women and children) would be kept in cages. When an experiment
concluded, the researchers gathered up all their data and left. Then, an air strike obliterated all evidence
including the test animals. Reportedly, significant progress on the various life extension techniques in
use today by the chosen elite were perfected during these experiments. Other various subprojects also
existed.

9/11
The agenda for the 9/11 event was planned years in advance. Events such as these are designed to
emotionally traumatize the population so that - in an induced state of diminished capacity - they will
freely accept things that, in a more rational state, they would essentially unanimously reject.
The buildings involved in 9/11 were brought down by controlled demolition. There were no planes.
Government operatives were planted in the crowd screaming about planes hitting the buildings. No one
even tried to explain why buildings not supposedly hit suffered the same fate for no apparent reason.
After the event, the news outlets (which are totally controlled by the government) worked quickly with
sophisticated video editing equipment to produce edited video showing planes hitting the buildings. It is
impossible for the planes which were claimed to have hit the buildings to make the maneuvers that
would have been necessary to actually do what was claimed. Automatic control mechanisms would
have not allowed these maneuvers and any competent pilot would know this but dare not talk for fear of

losing their job or worse (death).
To prepare the buildings for demolition, a group of German engineering students [1] were given an
assignment to come to the United States to check and refurbish the insulation on the affected buildings.
This is what they were told and what they believed. They had no idea what they were actually doing.
They were given what they believed was some kind of insulating paint and told what specific areas
(critical joints) they were to paint. What they believed was "paint" was actually
"microthermite" (similar to nano-thermite) which was placed in critical areas to prepare the buildings for
controlled demolition. Once the buildings had been successfully rigged for demolition, it was time for
the government to finalize plans and pick a date and time for the "event".
The choice of the day - 9/11 - was apparently a sort of "tongue in cheek" event since 911 is the
telephone emergency code used in the United States. Other countries use similar codes but they are not
911.
Insiders who had prior knowledge rented condos at a safe distance so the could sit out on the balconies
drinking their martinis and witness the "spectacle" first hand. Obviously, anyone "important" who
worked in the affected buildings was tipped off to stay home that day. No one cared about the rest of the
people and also did not care about the first responders who are now either dead or dying. Human life
means nothing to the United States unless you happen to be a member of the "chosen elite" - the 1/10 of
1% or perhaps even less than that. They are protected - you are expendable.
The purpose of 9/11 was to condition the masses (known as "the herd") to accept what was to follow:
Endless war, death, destruction, torture at an unimaginable level, the effective suspension of all
constitutional rights and the establishment of a Nazi - Stasi style police state. You are dreaming if you
believe you will ever live in freedom again. It's gone - forever!
None of the countries attacked by the US had anything to do with 9/11. Osama Bin Laden was a CIA
asset who would say anything he was told to say.
None of the men held prisoner at Guantanamo know anything about 9/11. This facility appears to be a
"MK Ultra" type experiment studying torture. The men selected were all young and the intent appears to
be to hold them for life - torture them to near death (medical doctors watch and say when to stop) - then
nurse them back to health so they can be tortured again.
The countries attacked had no involvement, however it is likely that Israel cooperated in planning 9/11.

SANDY HOOK
Sandy Hook was once a school. However, it had not been used as a school for over two years. There
were no active telephone or internet connections to the building. It was essentially abandoned with tall

grass and weeds everywhere.
The government wanted to do a "simulation" of some crazy kid attacking a school and killing other
kids. Sandy Hook was chosen as an ideal location because it was an abandoned school building. The
script was written and the various players selected who would participate in the simulation.
Then, someone suggested that it would be useful propaganda to call in the government controlled press
and pretend that the simulation was actually a real event. So, trusted press were called in to film the
simulation and broadcast it to the stupid "sheeple" and pretend it was real. It worked. However, when
analyzed later by calmer, rational minds, "holes" started to appear in the "story" which just would not go
away.
Today, you can't find any eye witnesses to this who will talk. They have all just "disappeared". The
official FBI statistics for that area for that period of time show zero deaths reported. Now, you could go
on and on but this issue has been covered in great detail on the internet and the evidence that all this was
fake is pretty much overwhelming. If you are curious you can start by searching using the phrase "no
one died at sandy hook".

US NEWS CONTROL AND COORDINATION
When news reporters in the United States finally get tired of telling lies every day and decide to actually
tell some truth for a change, they are immediately fired and blacklisted and their careers are ended. You
won't see them again on US TV, however many go to the Russian international state network - RT
(Russia Today) - where they are free to tell the truth. Some decide to stay and make RT their new
home. Jesse Ventura and his son Tyrel Ventura both have their own shows on RT. So do Chris Hedges,
Ed Schultz, Mike Papantonio, US comedian Lee Camp, and legendary Larry King. They are there
because they can't tell the truth in the United States.
In RT interviews, the reporters excommunicated by US media explain that all news outlets get from five
to seven "stories" (propaganda) every day which they must cover. They are allowed to "tweak" them
slightly to give the impression that they are actually covering news, but the basic story line cannot be
changed. That is why - on the chance you can receive "local" news broadcasts from more than one area
- you will see the exact same stories wherever you go.
Mainstream news in the US is under absolute government control and the penalty for daring to tell the
truth could be death (Joan Rivers).

CONSTANT WAR IS NOT NORMAL FOR ANY LIFE FORM
There is no life form with the single exception of the homo sapien sapien which lives to kill just for the

sake of killing. Animals kill for food but they don't just run around killing everything they can find "just
for fun". Humans do. In fairness, most humans would prefer not to kill. They would - if they really had
a free choice - choose a quiet, peaceful life. They can't do that because their government constantly
bombards them with hate propaganda and many governments order their young kids to go out and kill
some "enemy" somewhere they probably never heard of before. But, they must follow orders. Why?
For some reason, they don't ask.

COLONIES ARE NO DIFFERENT
Colonies are being set up on Mars, the Moon, some moons of the outer planets and also in other solar
systems. There are no plans to ever tell the general public about any of this. Now, you would think, if
you were "starting fresh", planning a new world, that you would choose your best people, your most
advanced technology and design a society where life would be peaceful and beneficial to the inhabitants
to the best of your ability. This is what the average person would think and desire but it is not what the
government thinks.
Instead, the governments are using the new off world colonies as "experiments" and the inhalants as "lab
rats". In his books [5], Herbert Dorsey discusses how Mars is being divided into "zones" where the
inhabitants grow up and live in some kind of "designer reality" which has no relationship to truth. The
"people" only know about their zone and have no knowledge that other zones exist. Administrators with
"all access" clearances are free to move among zones at will and also to travel back and forth to Earth as
needed using "Jump Rooms" which provide instant transport.
In one zone, the "people" are programmed to believe that Earth either no longer exists or that exists but
is uninhabitable. Other zones use different scenarios. "Real" zones where people are actually allowed to
know state of the art truth may exist "somewhere" but Dorsey does not mention them.
In short, the new colonies are set up just like Earth with security levels and compartmentalization to
insure stupidity and ignorance. There appears to be no constructive purpose unless you consider
deliberately raising humans as lab rats to be a valid purpose.
The United States and Russia are the two main developers of off world colonization. They are
essentially the same country when you view them at a higher level. They are inseparable partners and
all the nonsense you hear that they are "enemies at each other's throats" is exactly that - nonsense and
disinformation. They have been "best buddies" now for many years.
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